EVALUATION AND ORGANIZATION OF FUTURE WORK

Draft Programme of Work 2010-2014

Note by the secretariat

Corrigendum

Page 15, first paragraph, line 3
For Partnerships read Partnership

Page 16, paragraph (b)
For the existing text substitute

(b) Consideration of possible utilization of the results achieved under the project in other UNECE activities in the field of rail infrastructure, including the implementation of European Agreement on Main International Railway Lines (AGC) and the European Agreement on Important International Combined Transport Lines and Related Installations (AGTC) in order to benefit from mutual experiences. (Continuing)  

Priority: 2
Page 2

Page 18, Item (f)

Renumber (f) as (e)

Page 20, Item (b), Output expected

Delete first paragraph

Page 21, Item (d), Output expected, renumber existing items

Renumber as (i) … (v)

For the existing item (iv), new (v) substitute:

(v) Elaboration of a harmonized procedure for consideration of applications for recognition of ship’s certificates and boatmasters’ licences with the aim of ensuring a general and non-discriminatory approach to this consideration. Priority: 1

Page 22, Item (f), Output expected, (i)

For the existing item (iv), new (v) substitute:

(i) Amendment of Promoting the revised Resolution No. 21 on the Prevention of Water Pollution by Inland Navigation Vessels; and consideration of measures aimed at preventing air pollution by inland navigation vessels. Priority: 1

Pages 31 to 33, PROGRAMME ACTIVITY 02.10: CUSTOMS QUESTIONS AFFECTING TRANSPORT

For all uses of “Output expected in 2010”, substitute “Output expected”